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SABBATH AND THE SABBATICAL YEAR  

1. To rest on Shabbat  

2. Not to work on Shabbat  

3. Courts must not operate on Shabbat  

*4* To kindle lights in the home right before Shabbat and holidays begin 

4. To sanctify Shabbat  

5. To perform the musaf (additional) service on Shabbat 

*5* To use an eruv to permit certain actions on Shabbat and holidays 

6. During Shemita, we must give up ownership of the produce  

7. To eat the produce of the Sabbatical year 

8. Let the land rest  

9. Cancel debts at the year’s end  

10. Similarly, during Shemita, we must NOT farm the soil  

11. Trim trees  

12. Harvest as in an ordinary year  

13. Gather fruit as in an ordinary year  

14. Try to collect debts after Shemita  

15. Hesitate to lend money in Shemita



 

SANHEDRIN AND THE JEWISH CALENDAR (NEW MOON AND JUBILEE) 

16. To appoint judges and officers of the court 

17. Not to appoint an unqualified judge 

18. A judge or priest must not be drunk when on duty 

19. Not to curse any judge 

20. To obey the Sanhedrin 

21. Not to defy the Sanhedrin  

22. Sanhedrin must bring a special offering if they err 

23. Sanhedrin must maintain the calendar 

24. To testify in court if one has information   

25. Not to testify falsely 

26. A judge must interrogate witnesses  

27. A criminal cannot testify  

28. Close relatives cannot testify  

29. To blow trumpets in the Temple on Rosh Chodesh and holidays  

30. To perform the musaf (additional) service on Rosh Chodesh 

31. To synchronize it with the seasons 

32. To count the years until the jubilee year  

33. To make the jubilee year special  

34. To blow the shofar in the jubilee year  

35. To give land back in the jubilee year  

36. Not to farm in the jubilee year  

37. Not to harvest in the jubilee year as in an ordinary year  

38. Not to gather fruit in the jubilee year as in an ordinary year 

 

 



 

HIGH HOLY DAYS 

39. To sanctify RH 

40. Not to work on RH 

41. To perform the musaf (additional) service on RH  

42. To hear the shofar’s sound on RH 

43. To sanctify YK  

44. Not to labour on YK  

45. To perform the musaf (additional) service on YK 

46. To fast on YK 

47. Not to eat or drink on YK 

48. To observe, on YK, the special service of the day, with the scapegoat, etc. 

49. To confess directly to G-d any sin that one has committed, as part of the process of repentance  

50. To bring an animal sin-offering if one violates a serious negative mitzva by accident 

51. To bring a higher-or-lower offering for violating certain negative mitzvot 

52. Not to cut off the head of the sin-offering bird when slaughtering it with the thumbnail  

53. Not to make a flour sin-offering look nice 

54. Not to make a flour sin-offering smell nice 

55. To bring a guilt-offering if one violates certain negative mitzvot on purpose 

56. To bring a guilt offering if one might or might not have violated a serious negative mitzva by accident 

57. Not to eat sin-offering meat whose blood was brought into Sanctuary (like on Yom Kippur)  

58. Not to eat sin-offering and guilt-offering outside the courtyard of the Temple 

 



 

SUKOT & SIMCHAT TORAH 

59. To sanctify the first day(s) of SK  

60.  Not to work on SK’s first day(s) 

61. To perform the musaf (additional) service on SK  

62. To take during SK a palm branch, citron, myrtles, and willows  

63. To dwell in booths seven days during SK 

*1*  To recite the Halel prayer (Psalm 113-118) on special days 

64. To make a party for the pilgrimage festivals [Passover, Shavuot and SK]   

65. To be happy on the festivals.  

66. To visit the Temple in Jerusalem on the festivals (pilgrimage)  

67. Not to do so without a gift (sacrifice) 

68. To bring due offerings at the first pilgrimage festival 

69. To sanctify SA/ST  

70. Not to work on SA/ ST  

71. To perform the musaf (additional) service on SA/ ST  

72. To thank and praise G-d before reading the Torah 

73. To study and teach Torah 

74. To honour Torah scholars 

75. To associate with scholars 

76. To write a Torah scroll 

77. Not to add to the Torah 

78. Not to subtract from the Torah 

 



 

MARRIAGE 

79. To marry by kiddushin and chupa 

80. Not to deprive a wife of her rights

81. To celebrate with one’s bride for one year         

82. A groom must not leave home for this year 

83. Not to follow one’s desires 

84. Not to live with a woman without marriage 

85. A woman must not wear men’s clothes 

86. A man must not wear women’s clothes. 

87. A Jew may not marry his mother 

88. Stepmother 

89. Sister 

90. Half-sister 

91. Son’s daughter 

92. Daughter’s daughter 

93. Daughter 

94. Wife’s daughter 

95. Wife’s son's daughter 

96. Wife’s daughter's daughter 

97. Father's sister 

98. Mother's sister 

99. Father's brother’s wife 

100. Daughter-in-law 

101. Brother's wife 

102. Living wife’s sister 

103. Male animals 

104. Female animals 

105. Fellow man 

106. Father 

107. Father's brother 

108. Fellow man’s wif 

109. A child of one of these relationships may not marry a regular Jew 

110. The husband of an adulteress may no longer live with her 

111. Not to defile the land by retaking one’s remarried wife 

112. To make peace by following this procedure 

113. Not to make the offering look nice 



114. Not to make the offering smell nice 

115. He must give his wife a get (a divorce document written by a scribe) before 

witnesses. 

116. If she then marries someone else, her first husband can never remarry her. 

 



 

BUSINESS 

117. To deal justly with an unpaid watchman 

118. To deal justly with a paid watchman 

119. To deal justly with a borrower 

120. To deal justly with buyers and sellers 

121. To deal justly with a monetary claim 

122. Not to wrong one another in business 

123. Not to plot to get someone else’s things 

124. Not to be jealous of someone else’s things 

125. Not to deny our debts 

126. Not to swear falsely to deny our debts 

127. To keep accurate weights and measures 

128. Not to cheat in measurements and weights 

129. Not to own false weights and measures 

130. Not to delay paying a worker 

131. To pay workers on time 

132. A workers eats from the harvest 

133. A worker may not eat growing crops 

134. A worker may not save food from the harvest to eat later  

135. Not to embezzle 

136. To deal justly with an IS 

137. Not to make an IS do humiliating tasks 

138. Not to sell an IS like a slave 

139. Not to make an IS do unnecessary work 

140. To give a bonus to an IS when he or she leaves after six years 

141. Not to send an IS away empty-handed 

142. Not to sell a female IS at all 

143. A female IS should marry her master or his son—if they want 

144. A female IS can be redeemed 

145. Not to resent freeing indentured servants after six years  



 

FAITH 

146. Believing in God’s existence  

147. To walk in God’s ways 

148. To sanctify God’s Name 

149. Not to desecrate God’s Name 

150. Not to curse the Name of God 

151. Not to test God 

152. To say the Sh’ma every morning 

153. To say the Sh’ma every night 

154. Declaring that God is One 

155. Loving God  

156. To wear Tefillin on the head  

157. To wear Tefillin on the arm  

158. To put Tzitzit on the Tallit  

159. To put a Mezuza on the doorpost 

160. Recalling the Exodus from Egypt  

161. To offer a sacrifice to God every morning 

162. To offer a sacrifices to God every afternoon 

163. To maintain the Altar’s fire at all times 

164. Not to extinguish the Altar fire 

165. To recite grace after a bread meal 

*2* To wash hands before eating bread 

*3* To bless God for all things 

166. One must keep one’s word  

167. Not to break one’s word 

168. To revere God 

169. Not to swear needlessly 

170. Not to violate what one swears to 

 

 



CHANUKA AND THE TEMPLE 

6* To publicize the Chanuka miracle by lighting the eight-branched Menora 

(Chanukia) 

171. To light the seven-branched Menora in the Temple

172. To put Showbread on the Shulchan 

173. Burning the Incense one in the morning 

174. And one in the evening 

175.  Not to offer sacrifices on this altar  

176. Not to make incense with this recipe  

177. To make an Ark and cover to hold the Tablets 

178. The priests must carry the Ark on their shoulders if they move it 

179. Not to remove the Ark’s poles 

180. All offerings to be brought to the Sanctuary 

181. Not to offer sacrifices outside the Courtyard  

182. Not to slaughter holy animals outside the Courtyard  

183. To remove the ashes from the Copper Altar each morning  

184. Not to build an altar of stones which were touched by iron  

185. Not to ascend the altar by steps  

186. Priests must wash their hands and feet from the Washstand 

187. Not to alter the locations of the Holy Vessels 

188. To build a house for God  

189. To respect the Temple  

190. To guard the Temple constantly 

191. Not to interrupt the Temple watch 

 

 



 

IMPURITY 

192. She may not then have relations with her husband 

193. A man with a flow must bring an offering 

194. A woman with a flow from her body must bring an offering 

195. Impure person may not eat hallowed food 

196. Impure person not to enter any part of Sanctuary 

197. Impure person not to enter Temple Mount 

198. Not to eat meat of consecrated offerings which have become impure 

199. To burn offerings that have become impure 

200. To immerse in a mikveh to become pure 

201. To prepare the ashes of the Red Cow 

202. To send impure persons away from the Temple 

203. An impure kohein not to minister in Sanctuary   

204. Kohein who must wait for the sun to set, not to minister in Sanctuary 

205. Common Kohein may not defile himself for dead (except some) 

206. Kohein Gadol may not be under one roof with dead body 

207. Kohein Gadol may not defile himself for any dead person 

208. The nazir must Let his or her hair grow  

209. Bring sacrifices at the end   

210. Not consume grape products 

211. Not touch a dead body 

212. Not enter a house that has a dead body in it 

213. Not cut his or her hair  

214. To distance ourselves from the nazarite’s shaven hair 

 



 

IDOLATRY 

215. To serve God wholeheartedly 

216. A JEW MUST NOT Believe in any other god 

217. Make statues to worship 

218. Make idols for others 

219. Make figures of humans 

220. Study idolatrous practices 

221. Put up a pillar which people will assemble to honour 

222. Make stones to bow down on  

223. Plant trees by the altar 

224. Swear by an idol 

225. Invite people to idolatry 

226. Try to persuade a Jew to worship idols 

227. Love someone who does this 

228. Grow soft towards him 

229. Save his life 

230. Plead for him 

231. Hide evidence against him 

232. Benefit from ornaments which have adorned an idol 

233.  Buy or sell anything connected with idolatry 

234. Use a wand 

235. Act by a horoscope 

236. Follow omens 

237. Perform sorcery 

238. Recite spells 

239. Practice magical ventriloquism 

240. Consult such a person 

241. Practice bird magic 

242. Consult such a person 

243. Seek information from the dead 

244. Adopt idolatrous customs 

245. Get a tattoo 

246. Cut our hair the idolaters’ way 

247. Shave the idolaters’ way 

248. Let a sorcerer live  

 





 

CRIMINAL LAW 

249. A judge must not be biased 

250. A judge must not accept gifts from litigants 

251. A judge must not favor a litigant 

252. A judge must not be scared of a wicked person 

253. A judge must not decide in favor of poor man, out of pity 

254. A judge must not decide someone because of a bad reputation 

255. A judge must not feel sorry for one who has caused loss of life or limb 

256. A judge must not decide unfairly against converts or orphans 

257. A judge must not to listen to one litigant in absence of the other 

258. A judge may not be influenced by his colleagues 

259. To follow the majority of judges  

260. Judges must not accept the testimony of a single witness 

261. Judges must not let a witness be a lawyer 

262. A robber must restore whatever was stolen 

263. Not to kidnap 

264. Not to steal money 

265. Not to commit robbery 

266. Not to change land boundaries 

267. Judges decide the law of theft 

268. Judges decide the law of injuries caused by an animal trampling 

269. Judges decide the law of injuries caused by a hole in the ground 

270. Judges decide the law of damage caused by an animal eating 

271. Judges decide the law of damage caused by a fire 

272. Judges decide the law of inflicting injury on a person\ 

273. To punish a rapist  

274. To punish a child molester  

275. A sexual predator must not escape punishment  

276. Whipping transgressors of certain commandments 

277. Not inflicting excessive corporal punishment  

278. No court may convict by a majority of one in a capital case 

279. Executing transgressors of certain commandments 

280. Hanging after execution, transgressors of certain commandments 

281. Not to taint the land by leaving a hanging man overnight 

282. No double jeopardy 

283. No withholding exculpatory evidence 



 



 

LOVING OUR FELLOW JEWS 

284. To love our fellow Jews 

285. Not to hate another Jew 

286. Not to embarrass another Jew 

287. Not to wrong one another by speech 

288. Not to curse any Jew 

289. Not to give misleading advice 

290. To judge our fellow Jews favourably 

291. To rebuke a sinner 

292. Not to take revenge 

293. Not to bear a grudge 

294. Not to gossip or make up stories about others 

295. To punish a husband who spreads false rumours about his wife 

296. Not to let a husband who spreads false rumours escape punishment 

297. A person who has tzaraat must be noticeable 

298. Not to cut off skin which has tzaraat 

299. A person who has tzaraat must shave to become pure 

300. A person who has tzaraat must bring an offering to become pure 

301. To follow the proper procedure to make a person pure from tzaraat 

302. To distance ourselves from leprous garments or homes 

303. Not to eat the bird slaughtered to purify the leper 

304. To remember what G-d did to Miriam 

 



 

 

PURIM AND NON-JEWS 

**7** To remember how God saved us from Haman, the Amalekite, by celebrating Purim: reading the Scroll of 

Esther in the evening and morning, feasting, sending food to friends, and giving charity to the poor

305. Not to forget what Amalek did to us 

306. To eradicate Amalek 

307. To remember the evil deeds of Amalek  

308. Not to attack Edom 

309. Not to attack Moav 

310. Not to attack Seir 

311. Not to intermarry with a male from Ammon 

312. Not to marry a male from Moab 

313. Not to offer peace to Ammon and Moab

314. Not to exclude the Edomites from marrying Jews 

315. Not to exclude the Egyptians from marrying Jews 

316. To drive out the Seven Nations of Canaan 

317. Not to make a treaty with the Seven Nations of Canaan 

318. Not to spare the Seven Nations of Canaan 

319. To treat a non-Jewish servant properly 

320. To set him or her free if he or she is mistreated 

321. Not to hand over a runaway non-Jewish servant 

322. Not to wrong a runaway non-Jewish servant 

323. Not to allow a non-Jew to mistreat a Jewish indentured servant 

324. Not to intermarry with a non-Jew  

325. To love the convert  

326. Not to wrong a convert verbally 

327. Not to wrong a convert financially  

 



 

PRIESTS AND LEVITES 

328. Priests bless Israel 

329. Serve in shifts 

330. Eat parts of flour offerings 

331. Not to eat the meal-offering of a kohein 

332. Eats parts of animal offerings 

333. Wear special uniforms when they serve 

334. Kohein with a blemish not to minister in the Sanctuary 

335. A non-kohein not to minister in Sanctuary 

336. A non-kohein not to eat the most holy offerings 

337. Kohein with disheveled hair may not enter the Sanctuary 

338. Kohein wearing torn garments may not enter Sanctuary 

339. Ministering kohanim may not leave the Sanctuary 

340. Not to act like Korach by challenging the priesthood 

341. To honour the kohanim  

342. To set aside a portion of the dough (Chala) for the kohein 

343. To give challah to the Kohein 

344. To give the kohein parts of every slaughtered animal 

345. To give the kohein the first of the fleece 

346. To give donated objects to the kohein 

347. A kohein must not marry a loose woman 

348. A kohein must not marry a divorcee 

349. A kohein must not marry the child of one of these relationships 

350. Levites serve in the Temple 

351. Levites give a tithe to the kohanim  

352. Levites and kohanim cannot switch jobs  

353. Levites may not share in the land  

354. Levites may not share in the spoils 

355. To give the Levites 48 cities  

356. Not to change the cities’ structure  

357. Not to abandon the Levites  

358. Levites may not see when priests pack the vessels 

359. Levites may not work over age fifty  

360. Levites cannot take inferior produce for the tithe’s tithe 

 



 

PESACH 

361. To remove all chametz before Pesach 

362. Not to eat chametz on Pesach 

363. No chametz may be seen in our homes during Pesach 

364. Not to possess chametz during Pesach 

365. Not to slaughter the Pesach offering while we own chametz 

366. To slaughter the Pesach Offering 

367. To eat the Pesach Offering with matza and maror 

368. To partake of the Pesach only at night 

369. Not to remove the Pesach offering from where it is eaten 

370. Not to eat the Pesach offering boiled 

371. Not to eat the Pesach offering raw 

372. Not to break any bones of Pesach offering 

373. Not to allow a non-Jew to eat the Pesach offering 

374. Not to allow an uncircumcised person to eat the Pesach offering 

375. Not to allow a Jew who does not believe in God to eat the Pesach offering 

376. Not to leave any sacrificial portions of Pesach offering overnight 

377. Not to allow meat of Pesach offering to remain till morning 

378. Not to allow meat of 14 Nissan Festival Offering to remain until day three 

379. To eat Matza at the Seder 

380. To sanctify the first day(s) of Pesach 

381. Not to work on the first day(s) of Pesach 

382. Not to work on the last day(s) of Pesach 

383. To sanctify the last day(s) of Pesach 

384. To perform the musaf (additional) service each day of Pesach 

385. To slaughter the Pesach Sheini Offering 

386. To eat the Pesach Sheini Offering 

387. Not to allow meat of Pesach Sheini offering to remain till morning 

388. Not to break any bones of Pesach Sheini offering 

389. Not to redeem the firstborn (of animals that can be offered) 

390. To sanctify the human firstborn 

391. To redeem the human firstborn with five silver coins 

392. To redeem the firstborn of a donkey with a sheep 

393. To break the neck of the firstborn of a donkey (if it was not redeemed) 

394. Not to settle in the land of Egypt 

 





 

OFFERINGS 

395. To bring offerings only from sheep, goats, or cows 

396. All other offerings must come between the two daily offerings 

397. To give half a shekel annually for communal offerings 

398. Not to let non-Jews donate towards communal offerings 

399. To offer all sacrifices properly 

400. Not to eat the meat of a burnt-offering 

401. Not to eat peace-offerings before blood dashed on Altar 

402. Not to allow meat of thanksgiving offering to remain till morning 

403. Not to eat actual leftover offerings 

404. Not to eat intended leftover offerings 

405. Not to bake the meal-offering with leaven 

406. Bringing salt with every offering 

407. Not to offer a sacrifice without salt 

408. To offer only unblemished sacrifices 

409. Not to donate, slaughter, dash burn blemished animal 

410. Not to offer a blemished sacrifice of a gentile 

411. Not to cause an offering to become blemished 

412. Not to offer the "hire of a harlot" 

413. Not to offer the "price of a dog" 

414. To redeem blemished offerings 

415. Not to switch an offering with a normal animal 

416. To keep holy a normal animal that was switched 

417. Not to switch two offerings 

418. Not to slaughter offerings in the Temple improperly 

419. Not to eat an offering slaughtered with intent to eat it outside 

420. To burn any leftover offerings 

421. Not to eat any offerings which were treated improperly 

422. Donation of a person 

423. Donation of animals 

424. Not to do any work with a donated animal 

425. Not to shear a donated animal  

426. Donation of houses 

427. Donation of fields 

428. Not to sell donated property 

429. Not to buy back donated land   



430. To fulfill our promises to donate to G-d 

431. Not to delay fulfilling vows 

432. To pay back what one steals from the Temple 

 

 

 

 



FAMILY 

433. To have children 

434. Not to prevent living things from having children 

435. Not to marry a man who cannot have children  

436. At the end of this period, she must bring a sacrifice  

437. Not to take a mother bird with her young  

438. To send the mother bird away first before taking her young 

439. Newborn animals must stay with their mothers for at least a week 

440. Not to slaughter a mother animal and her child on the same day 

441. To circumcise one’s son 

442. Not to hand over children to idols such as Moloch 

443. Not to besmirch the land by letting one’s daughter stray 

444. Children inherit their parents’ property 

445. To give the firstborn a double portion 

446. Not to take the double portion away from the firstborn 

447. To honour parents 

448. To respect parents  

449. If a man dies without children, his brother should marry his widow (perform 

yibum). 

450. If the widow or her brother-in-law do not want to marry, she should do 

chalitza by removing his shoe, spitting, and saying a text. 

451. The widow cannot marry anyone else until they perform either yibum or 

chalitza. 

452. Not to reconcile after performing chalitza 

453. To bury on the day of death 

454. Not to leave a body unburied overnight  

455. Not to tear out hair for the dead 

456. Not to cut our flesh for the dead 

457. To mourn for parents, children, siblings, and spouses 

 

 



KASHRUT

458. Slaughtering animals before eating them  

459. Covering the blood of slain birds and animals  

460. Not to eat any unclean animal  

461. Not to eat any unclean fish  

462. Not to eat any unclean fowl  

463. Not to eat any swarming winged insect  

464. Not to eat anything which swarms on the earth  

465. Not to eat any animal which without slaughter 

466. Not to eat any animal which had a terminal condition 

467. Not to eat a limb of a living animal  

468. Not to eat the sciatic nerve (gid hanasheh)  

469. Not to drink blood  

470. Not to eat the fat of a clean animal            

471. Not to cook meat in milk                            

472. Not to eat meat cooked in milk                     

473. Not to eat the flesh of a stoned ox              

474. Not to eat or drink to excess 

 

 



JERUSALEM 

475. To eat in Yerushalayim tithes and firstlings 

476. Not to eat the second tithe outside Jerusalem 

477. Not to eat produce of a tree’s first three years    

478. To bring the fruit of the fourth year to Jerusalem and eat it there 

479. Not to eat a firstborn sheep, goat, or cow outside Jerusalem 

480. To bring every tenth sheep, goat, or cow to be offered and eaten in Jerusalem 

481. Not to sell this tenth animal 

482. Appointing a King  

483. Not appointing a non-Israelite born King 

484. A king not owning many horses  

485. A king not taking many wives 

486. A king not amassing great personal wealth 

487. A king should write a Torah 

488. The oil of the Anointment 

489. Not to make oil like the Oil of Anointment 

490. Not anoint anyone with special oil except Kohein Gadol and King 

491. Not to curse a ruler 

492. Kohein Gadol's daily Meal Offering 

493. Kohein Gadol may not enter Sanctuary at any but prescribed times 

494. Not to remove the Breastplate from the Ephod 

495. Not to tear the edge of the Kohein Gadol's robe

496. Not to defile the Sanctuary by the High Priest leaving 

497. Kohein Gadol should only marry a virgin 

498. Kohein Gadol may not marry a widow 

499. Kohein Gadol may not have relations with a widow 

 

 

 



TU BISHVAT & THE PRODUCE OF ISRAEL 

 

500. To take the heave-offering only from the best of the crop 

501. To eat the great Heave-offering in purity 

502. To set aside the donation for the priest  

503. A non-kohein may not eat t’ruma 

504. A kohein's employees or hired servant may not eat t’ruma 

505. An uncircumcised kohein may not eat t’ruma 

506. An impure kohein may not eat t’ruma 

507. A woman who leaves the priestly family may not eat holy food 

508. To give it to the priest 

509. T set aside the first tithe for the Levite  

510. To give it to the Levite 

511. To set aside the second tithe to be eaten in Jerusalem 

512. To set aside the pauper's tithe in the third and sixth year 

513. To give it to the poor 

514. To declare that one has taken all tithes every three years 

515. Not to eat produce from which the gifts have not been taken  

516. Not to give the gifts out of order  

517. Not to crossbreed plants  

518. Not to put other plants in a vineyard  

519. Not to eat the result of this action  

520. Not to crossbreed animals  

521. Not to work with two different kinds of animals together 

522. Not to wear clothing made of both wool and linen (shaatnez) 

523. Not destroying fruit trees in time of siege 

524. Not to be cruel to animals 

 

 



SOCIAL JUSTICE 

525. To give charity  

526. Not to fail to give charity to our needy brothers and sisters  

527. To lend money to the poor  

528. Not to lend at interest  

529. Not to borrow at interest  

530. Not to participate in a loan at interest  

531. A usurer to return what was charged as interest 

532. To restore a pledge to a needy owner  

533. Not to take a pledge from a debtor by force  

534. Not to keep a needed pledge from its owner  

535. Not to take food utensils in pledge  

536. Not to take a pledge from a widow 

537. Not to deal harshly with orphans  

538. Not to deal harshly with widows  

539. Not to demand payment from a debtor who cannot pay 

540. To unload a tired animal  

541. To assist the owner in load his burden  

542. Not to leave a person who is trapped under his burden  

543. To return lost property to its owner 

544. Not to ignore lost property  

545. Not to resent giving charity to the poor 

 

 



HUMAN LIFE 

546. Not killing a human being 

547. Not killing a murderer without trial 

548. Not sparing the life of a pursuer 

549. Not accepting ransom from an unwitting murderer 

550. Not accepting a ransom from a wilful murderer 

551. Not neglecting to save the life of an Israelite in danger 

552. To perform the Egla Arufa ceremony when a murder is unsolved 

553. Not ploughing a valley where Egla Arufa was done 

554. Saving the life of the pursued 

555. The law of unintentional manslaughter 

556. Not to endanger human life 

557. To save a Jew or resident from a life-threatening situation 

558. Building fences on roof & removing sources of danger from our dwellings 

559. Condemning witnesses who testify falsely 

560. Establishing Six Cities of Refuge 

561. The blood redeemer must pursue the slain victim’s claim 

562. Not to accept, in capital cases, the testimony of two witnesses who were not together 

563. Not to have mercy on a murderer 

 



 

THE LAND OF ISRAEL

564. To act properly in war  

565. To settle the land of Israel 

566. To consult Urim v’Tumim 

567. To leave an escape route for our enemies 

568. Destroying all idol-worship in Israel 

569. To go to war against an apostate city 

570. Not rebuilding an apostate city 

571. Not deriving benefit from property of an apostate city 

572. Not to sell out holdings in Israel permanently 

573. Redemption of property in a walled city 

574. Appoint a Kohein to speak to the people going to war and send back anyone unfit for battle 

575. Preparing a place beyond the camp 

576. Including a digging tool among war implements 

577. A coward cannot stay on the front lines 

578. Not to contaminate an army camp with immoral behavior 

579.  To treat a captive woman properly 

580. Not selling a captive woman 

581. Not enslaving a captive woman 

582. Not to show mercy to idolaters 

583. Not to allow idolaters to settle in our land 

 



 

SHAVUOT 

584. To perform the Omer ceremony, with barley flour, on the second day of Pesach 

585. Not to eat from the new crop until the day of the Omer ceremony 

586. To count seven weeks from the day of the Omer ceremony 

587. To sanctify the following day as Shavuot  

588. Not to work on Shavuot 

589. To perform the musaf (additional) service on Shavuot  

590. To perform the Two Loaves ceremony on Shavuot 

591. Not to bring leaven on the Altar at other times 

592. To bring the first fruits (bikurim) to the Sanctuary 

593. Not to bring fruits on the Altar except for bikurim 

594. To make a declaration when presenting the first fruits 

595. A kohein cannot eat first fruits outside of Jerusalem 

596. Not to harvest without leaving a corner for the poor  

597. Not to gather ears of corn that fell during harvesting  

598. Not to gather the whole produce of vineyard at vintage time  

599. Not to gather single fallen grapes during the vintage  

600. Not to return for a forgotten sheaf  

601. To leave the corners of the field for the poor  

602. To leave dropped sheaves for the poor  

603. To leave the forgotten sheaf for the poor  

604. To leave defective grape clusters for the poor  

605. To leave dropped grapes for the poor 

606. Studying the Torah and maintaining it bring us closer to God, allowing us to fulfill the mitzvot of faith: 

607. To listen to God’s prophets 

608. Not to be the prophet of an idol 

609. Not to be a false prophet of God 

610. Not to listen to an idolatrous prophecy 

611. Not to be afraid of a false prophet 

612. Not to forget G-d 

613. Not to forget the Convacation at Sinai

 

 


